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Abstract
Akkio is a locality management service layered between
client applications and distributed datastore systems. It
determines how and when to migrate data to reduce re-
sponse times and resource usage. Akkio primarily tar-
gets multi-datacenter geo-distributed datastore systems.
Its design was motivated by the observation that many of
Facebook’s frequently accessed datasets have low R/W
ratios that are not well served by distributed caches or
full replication. Akkio’s unit of migration is called a µ-
shard. Each µ-shard is designed to contain related data
with some degree of access locality. At Facebook, µ-
shards have become a first-class abstraction.

Akkio went into production at Facebook in 2014, and
it currently manages ∼100PB of data. Measurements
from our production environment show that Akkio re-
duces access latencies by up to 50%, cross-datacenter
traffic by up to 50%, and storage footprint by up to 40%
compared to reasonable alternatives. Akkio is scalable:
it can support trillions of µ-shards and process many 10’s
of millions of data access requests per second. And it is
portable: it currently supports five datastore systems.

1 Introduction

This paper regards the management of data access lo-
cality in large distributed datastore systems. Our work in
this area was initially motivated by our aim to reduce ser-
vice response times and resource usage in our cloud en-
vironment which operates globally and at scale: the com-
puting and storage resources are located in multiple geo-
distributed datacenters, hundreds of petabytes of data
must be available for access, data accesses occur at the
rate of many tens of millions per second, and the location
from which any data item is accessed changes dynam-
ically over time. Many organizations are increasingly
faced with some, if not all, of these aspects, as they tar-
get a growing user base around the world. Indeed, geo-
distributed systems are becoming increasingly prevalent

and important, as witnessed by Spanner Cloud and Cock-
roachDB, two cloud-based geo-distributed datastore sys-
tems available to any organization [17, 38].

Managing data access locality1 in geo-distributed sys-
tems is important because doing so can significantly im-
prove data access latencies, given that intra-datacenter
communication latencies are two orders of magnitude
smaller than cross-datacenter communication latencies;
e.g., 1ms vs. 100ms. Locality management can also
significantly reduce cross-datacenter bandwidth usage,
which is important because the bandwidth available be-
tween datacenters is often limited (§2.1), potentially
leading to communication bottlenecks and attendantly
higher communication latencies. Managing locality is all
the more challenging when considering that access pat-
terns can change geographically over time; particularly,
when shifting workload from one datacenter operating at
high utilization (e.g., during its day) to another operating
at low utilization (e.g., its night) (§2.2).

We argue that explicit data migration is a necessary
mechanism for managing data access locality in geo-
distributed environments, because existing alternatives
have serious drawbacks in many scenarios. For instance,
distributed caches can be used to improve data read ac-
cess locality. However, because misses often incur re-
mote communications, these caches require extremely
high cache hit rates to be effective, thus demanding
significant hardware infrastructure. Further, distributed
caches do not typically offer strong consistency (§2.4).
Another alternative is to fully replicate data with a copy
in each datacenter to allow for (fast) localized read ac-
cesses. However, as the number of datacenters increases,
storage overhead becomes exorbitant with large amounts
of data, and also write overheads increase significantly,
as all replicas need to be updated on each write (§2.1).
At Facebook, many of the heavily accessed datasets have

1 Our use of the term locality should not be confounded with the
term localization; the solution we propose here is not suitable for seg-
regating data by region.
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relatively low read-write ratios (§2.3), so full replication
would consume excessive cross-datacenter bandwidth. A
third alternative is function shipping. But this can also
be ineffective, as it may still result in significant cross-
datacenter communications, the target datacenter may be
operating at peak capacity, or the required data may be
located in multiple datacenters.

Akkio. In this paper we present Akkio,2 a local-
ity management service for distributed datastore systems
whose aim is to improve data access response times and
to reduce cross-datacenter bandwidth usage as well as
the total amount of storage capacity needed. Akkio is
layered between client applications servicing client re-
quests and the distributed datastore systems used natively
by the client applications. It decides in which datacen-
ter to place and how and when to migrate data, and it
does so in a way that is transparent to its clients and the
underlying datastore system.3 It helps direct each data
access to where the target data is located, and it tracks
each access to be able to make appropriate placement
decisions. Akkio has been in production use at Face-
book since 2014 and thus operates at scale: it currently
manages over 100PB of data and processes many tens of
millions of data accesses per second (despite Akkio not
being suitable many of Facebook’s datasets).

µ-shards. Having migration as the basis for providing
data access locality raises the question: what is the right
granularity for migrating data? A ubiquitous method in
distributed datastore systems is to partition the data into
shards using key ranges or key hashing [26, 37]. Shards
serve as the unit for replication, failure recovery, and load
balancing (e.g., upon detection of query or storage load
imbalances, shards are migrated from one node to an-
other to rebalance the load). Each shard is on the order of
one to a few tens of gigabytes, is assigned in its entirety
to a node, and multiple shards (10s – 100s) are assigned
to a node. Shard sizes are set by the datastore administra-
tor to balance (i) the amount of metadata needed to man-
age the shards with (ii) effectiveness in load balancing
and failure recovery (§2.5). Notably, datastore systems
define shards in an application-transparent manner.

Given the ubiquity of shards, migrating data at shard
granularity is an option; in fact, a few systems that do this
have been proposed [4, 12, 29, 40]. However, this ap-
proach has a serious drawback given typical shard sizes:
the vast majority of the migrated data would likely not
belong to the working set of the accessing workload at
the new location, thus incurring unnecessary migration

2 Akkio is a play on Harry Potter’s Accio Summoning Charm that
summons an object to the caster, potentially over a significant dis-
tance [31].

3 In this paper we use the term “underlying datastore system” to
refer to the datastore system used natively by the client application. It
may be different than the datastore system used by Akkio.
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Figure 1: Cumulative distribution of cross-datacenter transfer
times. Each curve contains data obtained from 10,000 ran-
domly sampled data points across all cross-datacenter links at
Facebook. Avg. shard size is 2GB; avg. µ-shard size is 200KB.

overhead and wasting inter-datacenter WAN communi-
cation bandwidth. At Facebook, because the working set
size of accessed data tends to be less than 1MB, migrat-
ing an entire shard (1-10GB) would be ineffective.

In this paper, by way of Akkio, we advocate for the no-
tion of finer-grained datasets to serve as the unit of migra-
tion when managing locality. We call these finer-grained
datasets µ-shards. Each µ-shard is defined to contain re-
lated data that exhibits some degree of access locality
with client applications. It is the application that deter-
mines which data is assigned to which µ-shard. At Face-
book, µ-shard sizes typically vary from a few hundred
bytes to a few megabytes in size, and a µ-shard (typi-
cally) contains multiple key-value pairs or database table
rows. Each µ-shard is assigned (by Akkio) to a unique
shard in that a µ-shard never spans multiple shards.

µ-shards are motivated by our observation that there
exist datasets that exhibit good access locality with re-
spect to a client application, but that they are best iden-
tified by the client application. Hence, µ-shards are not
simply smaller-sized shards. The primary difference be-
tween shards and µ-shards, besides size, is the way data
is assigned to them. With the former, data is assigned to
shards by key partitioning or hashing with little expec-
tation of access locality. With the later, the application
assigns data to µ-shards with high expectation of access
locality. As a result, µ-shard migration has an overhead
that is an order of magnitude lower than that of shard
migration (Fig. 1), and its utility is far higher.

µ-shards offer their best advantages in contexts where
it is unambiguous how to set the unit of migration so that
it is simultaneously as large as possible, meets the con-
straints of good access locality, and primarily contains
data belonging to the same working set of an accessing
workload. We have found that there exist many datasets
where these parameters are easily identified; see Table 1
for some examples. Because of this, we argue it is propi-
tious to make µ-shards a first class abstraction, such that
they are visible to and specified by client applications.
The motivation is that only the client applications have
the domain knowledge to best determine which data are
related and likely to be used together.

Having the application identify related data is not an
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Figure 2: Cumulative distribution of Shard and µ-shard size for
ViewState datasets. The ViewState service keeps track of con-
tent previously shown to the end-user. ViewState µ-shard sizes
tend to be larger than the size of the typical µ-shards managed
by Akkio (500KB avg. vs. 200KB avg.).

unreasonable expectation. Many applications already
group together data by prefixing keys with a common
identifier to ensure that related data are assigned to the
same shard. This approach has been used for a long time
in practice. Similarly, some databases support the con-
cept of separate partition keys. Spanner supports “di-
rectories” although Spanner may shard directories into
multiple fragments [11]. Finally, a number of Facebook-
internally developed databases, including ZippyDB, sup-
port µ-shards as a first class abstraction in the sense that
each access request also includes a µ-shard id [3, 8, 34].

Akkio’s functionality. Akkio is implemented as a layer
between client applications and the underlying datastore
system that implements sharding. Although µ-shards are
defined by the client applications, Akkio manages them
in an application-transparent manner. Akkio is respon-
sible for: (i) tracking client-application accesses to µ-
shards so it can take access history into account in its
decision making; (ii) deciding where to place each µ-
shard; (iii) migrating µ-shards according to a given mi-
gration policy for the purpose of reducing access laten-
cies and WAN communication; and (iv) directing each
access request to the appropriate µ-shard. Akkio takes
capacity constraints and resource loads into account in
its placement and migration decisions, even in the face
of a heterogeneous environment with a constantly churn-
ing hardware fleet.

Akkio is able to support a variety of replication config-
urations and consistency requirements (including strong
consistency) as specified by each client application ser-
vice. This flexibility is provided because the client ap-
plication service owners are in the best position to make
the right tradeoffs between availability, consistency, re-
source cost-effectiveness, and performance. Akkio maps
each µ-shard with a specified replication requirement
onto a shard configured with the same replication and
consistency requirements in the underlying datastore sys-
tem. As well, it enforces the specified level of consis-
tency during µ-shard migrations.

Other applications. While this paper focuses on

– web application user profile information
– Amazon user browsing history to inform recommendations
– Spotify user listening history to inform subsequent content
– Facebook viewing history to inform subsequent content
– Slack group recent messages
– Reddit subreddits
– email folders
– messaging queues

Table 1: Example datasets conducive to µ-shards. Note that all
but the first exhibit relatively low read-write ratios.

Akkio managing locality for geo-distributed environ-
ments, Akkio and its mechanisms can be useful in other
scenarios. For example, Akkio can be used to migrate µ-
shards between cold storage media (e.g. HDDs) and hot
storage media (e.g., SSDs) on changes in data tempera-
tures, similar in spirit to CockroachDB’s archival parti-
tioning support [38]. Further, for public cloud solutions,
Akkio could migrate µ-shards when shifting application
workloads from one cloud provider to another cloud
provider that is operationally less expensive [39]. Fi-
nally, when resharding is required, Akkio could migrate
µ-shards, on first access, to newly instantiated shards, al-
lowing a more gentle, incremental form of resharding in
situations where many new nodes (e.g. a row of racks)
come online simultaneously.

Contributions. We describe the design and imple-
mentation of Akkio (§4). To the best of our knowledge,
Akkio is the first system capable of managing data lo-
cality at µ-shard granularity and at scale, while also sup-
porting strong consistency. In describing Akkio, we fo-
cus on scalability; in that sense, this paper focuses on
the “plumbing” and not on policy; i.e., specific decision-
making algorithms. For applications where Akkio is suit-
able, we show in §5 that Akkio is:

Effective along a number of dimensions: Compared to
typical alternatives, Akkio can achieve read latency re-
ductions: up to 50%; Write latency reductions: 50% and
more; Cross-datacenter traffic reductions: by up to 50%.
Further, Akkio reduces storage space requirements by up
to X −R compared to full replication with X datacenters
when a replication factor of R is required for availability.

Scalable: Statistics from production workloads servic-
ing well over a billion users demonstrate the system re-
mains efficient and effective even when processing many
tens of millions of requests per second. Akkio can sup-
port trillions of µ-shards.

Portable: Akkio’s design is simple and flexible
enough to allow it to be easily layered on top of most
backend datastore systems. Akkio currently runs on
top of ZippyDB, Cassandra, and three other internally-
developed databases at Facebook.

Limitations. Akkio’s approach to managing locality
with µ-shards will not be beneficial for all types of data,
such as those better served by distributed caches, or
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Figure 3: Proportion (in %) of incoming service requests origi-
nating from Region A processed at each datacenter. Each curve
represents a datacenter. The sum over all curves is always
equal to 100%. In this case, Region A has a local datacenter.

datasets that do not exhibit sufficient access locality. For
example, Akkio would not helpful in improving locality
for data belonging to the Social Graph. Instead Akkio
focuses on workloads with datasets that have low read-
write ratios and high access locality. These workloads
are quite common and not well served by a caching tier.
Further, while Akkio can be layered on top of a vari-
ety of datastores, the datastore needs to provide partic-
ular features to Akkio as outlined in §4.2. As a result,
Akkio may not be able to accommodate all datastore sys-
tems. Finally, Akkio does not currently support inter-
µ-shard transactions, unless implemented entirely client-
side; providing this support is left for future work.

We begin the paper by substantiating our motiva-
tion underlying Akkio’s approach (§2) and present back-
ground needed to understand the rest of the paper (§3).

2 Motivation

2.1 Capital and operational costs matter

Capital and operational costs become consequential
when an organization’s infrastructure must scale to tar-
get a large number of users around the world, justifying
considerable efforts to restrain resource usage where pos-
sible. Consider an organization with ten datacenters and
many hundreds of petabytes of data that must be acces-
sible. While it is difficult to obtain transparent, publicly
available pricing information on the true cost of storage,
a lower bound for capital depreciation and operational
costs could be on the order of two cents per gigabyte
per month [9, 28]. This translates to $2 million per 100
petabytes per month. Clearly, replicating all data onto all
ten datacenters is difficult to justify from an economic
perspective when, in many cases, acceptable durability
could be achieved with three replicas.

WAN cross-datacenter links can also be costly and
need to be taken into account. For example, estimates
for the costs of a 10 Gbps subterranean link vary from
$1 to $9 per km per month, depending on route [22]. (To
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Figure 4: Proportion (in %) of incoming service requests orig-
inating from Region B processed at each datacenter. In this
case, Region B does not have a local datacenter.

put this into perspective, transferring a 10 GB shard over
a 10 Gbps WAN link will consume roughly 10 seconds
of bandwidth.) As a result, cross-datacenter link band-
width will typically be constrained and therefore needs
to be used judiciously.

2.2 Service request movements
The datacenters from which data access requests origi-
nate can vary over time, even for data accessed on behalf
of a unique user. A change in the requesting datacen-
ter can arise, for example, because the user travels from
one region to another, or, more likely, because service
workload is shifted from a datacenter with high loads to
another with lower loads in order to lower service request
response latencies. The alternative to shifting workload
to other datacenters at peak times would be to increase
the capacity of the overloaded datacenter to deal with
peak influx of service requests. But this comes with sig-
nificant operational overheads, which are hard to justify
when other datacenters are mostly idle at the same time,
given diurnal request patterns.

Figure 3 shows that shifts in traffic occur on a daily ba-
sis at Facebook. The figure shows which datacenters pro-
cessed incoming service requests originating from one
particular region over a week. Each curve represents a
different datacenter to which the service requests orig-
inating from one region were forwarded. The figure
shows that during busy periods, as many as 50% of the
requests originating from the given region were shifted to
remote datacenters (most often located in an adjacent re-
gion). The figure also shows that during non-peak times
all of the requests are processed by the local datacenter.

Figure 4 shows the same type of information, but for
a region with no local datacenter. Because there is no
local datacenter, the service requests are distributed to a
number of different datacenters. During non-peak times,
we see that almost all traffic is serviced from a single,
non-local, but nearby datacenter.

We also measured, for each individual end-user, how
many datacenters processed service requests issued on
behalf of that user over a period of a week (Table 2): over
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Num regions: 1 2 3 4
% of users: 46% 42% 10% 2%

Table 2: The percentage of users for which Num regions were
contacted to service requests on behalf of the user.

54% of users have their data accessed from two or more
regions. Bottom line: there is a reasonable likelihood
that requests issued on behalf of one end-user will be
processed by multiple distinct datacenters.

2.3 Low read-write ratios

Many important datasets exhibit low read-write ratios
(Table 1). As a Facebook-specific example, dataset
ViewState (§5.2.1) keeps track of content previously
shown to the end-user and has a read-write ratio of 1.
Overall, Facebook has on the order of 100PB of period-
ically accessed data that has a read-write ratio below 5.
Note that with low read-write ratios, fully-replicated data
would incur significant cross-datacenter communication,
as all replicas would have to be updated on writes.

2.4 Ineffectiveness of distributed caches

A common strategy to obtain localized data accesses is
to deploy a distributed cache at each datacenter [2, 5, 13,
14, 15, 27, 32]. In practice this alternative is ineffective
for most of the workloads important to Facebook. First,
unless the cache hit rate in the cache is extremely high,
average read latencies will be high if the target data is not
located in the local datacenter. Because of this, caching
will demand significant hardware infrastructure, as the
caches at each datacenter would have to be large enough
to hold the working set of the data being accessed from
the datacenter.

Second, low read-write ratios lead to excessive com-
munication over cross-datacenter links, because the data
being written will, in the common case, be remote.

Finally, many of the datasets accessed by our services
require strong consistency. While providing strongly
consistent caches is possible, it significantly increases
the complexity of the solution, and it incurs a large
amount of extra cross-datacenter communication, fur-
ther exacerbating WAN latency overheads. It is notable
that the widely popular distributed caching systems that
are scalable, such as Memcached or Redis, do not offer
strong consistency. And for good reason.

2.5 Separate locality management layer

Akkio is implemented as a layer between the application
service and the underlying distributed datastore system.
This raises the question of whether it would make more
sense to implement Akkio’s functionality directly within

the datastore system. Technically, it would be possible,
but we argue that this is not a good idea for two reasons.

First, the size of shards are carefully selected by the
datastore architects for the purpose of managing load
balancing and failure recovery, taking into account the
configuration and other metadata needed to manage the
shards. Maintaining this data at µ-shard cardinality
would come at high storage overheads with 100’s of bil-
lions of µ-shards vs. 10,000’s of shards. Restructuring a
datastore system to achieve the level of scale required to
support µ-shards across each of its layers would require
non-trivial changes.

Second, many application services use data that are
not well-served by Akkio-style locality management;
e.g., Google search or Facebook’s social graph. Hence, it
would only make sense to incorporate Akkio’s function-
ality into specialized datastore systems; given that data-
store system designers optimize for the common case,
they would be reluctant to incorporate the additional
complexities associated with µ-shards. However, even
with a specialized datastore system, legacy issues come
into play; in our experiences, application service owners
are reluctant to switch away from the underlying data-
store system for which their service was tuned and on
which they rely for special features or behaviors.

We believe that Akkio bridges the functionality of-
fered by various distributed datastore systems and the
application services’ desire for (transparent) data local-
ity management to improve response times and reduce
WAN datalink overheads.

3 Background

In this section, we briefly review several aspects of shard
replication in distributed datastore systems so we can
explain Akkio’s architecture in §4. In doing so, we in-
troduce some vocabulary we use in subsequent sections.
Without loss of generality, we specifically describe how
shard replication is handled in ZippyDB, an internally
developed scalable key-value store system.4

ZippyDB’s data is partitioned horizontally, with each
partition assigned to a different shard. Each shard may
be configured to have multiple replicas, with one desig-
nated to be the primary and the others referred to as sec-
ondaries. (See Fig. 5.) We refer to all of the replicas of a
shard as a shard replica set, and each replica participates
in a shard-specific Paxos group [21, 24, 25]. A write to a
shard is directed to its primary replica, which then repli-
cates the write to the secondary replicas, using Paxos to
ensure that writes are processed in the same order at each

4 ZippyDB is used as the database service for hundreds of use cases
at Facebook including news products, Instagram services and Whats-
App components. An increasing number of services are being moved
onto ZippyDB at Facebook.
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Figure 5: Shards with different replication configurations dis-
tributed across datacenters. The shaded rectangles represent
shards. Shard 1 has the primary replica in Datacenter A and
two secondary replicas in Datacenter B. Shard 2 is replicated
across A, B, and C with the primary in B. The smaller boxes
represent µ-shards. µ-shard v is assigned to replica set 2; a
write that modifies µ-shard v is directed to replica set 2’s pri-
mary replica and the underlying datastore system replicates the
write to the secondary replicas. Akkio is migrating µ-shard x
from replica set 78 to replica set 1, and the datastore system
replicates x onto 1’s secondary.

replica. Reads that need to be strongly consistent are di-
rected to the primary replica. If eventual consistency is
acceptable then reads can be directed to a secondary.

A shard’s replication configuration identifies the
number of replicas of the shard and how the replicas are
distributed over datacenters, clusters, and racks. Shard
replication configurations are customizable given that the
data owners are in the best position to make the right
tradeoffs between availability, consistency, resource-
effectiveness, and performance. For example, a service
may specify that it requires three replicas, with two repli-
cas (representing a quorum) in one datacenter for im-
proved write latencies and a third in different datacen-
ter for durability. Another service may specify that it re-
quires three replicas located in three different datacenters
but that eventual consistency is sufficient. A third might
require only one copy, perhaps because the infrastructure
overhead of having multiple copies may be deemed to be
too high relative to the value of the data.

We use the term replica set collection to refer to the
group of all replica sets that have the same replication
configuration. Each such collection is assigned a unique
id we call a location handle. When running on top of
ZippyDB, Akkio places µ-shards on, and migrates µ-
shards between different such replica set collections.

Fig. 5 depicts several shard replica sets and a number

of µ-shards within the replica sets. It also shows how a
write to a µ-shard is propagated to all secondaries.

Replica sets collections are provisioned and made
available to a client application service by a utility that
takes input from the client application service owners
to help them make the right tradeoffs between avail-
ability, consistency, resource-effectiveness, and perfor-
mance. For example, it inputs application-service param-
eters that include expected data size, expected access rate
(i.e., QPS), R/W-ratios, etc. It also inputs policy param-
eters that include replication factor, availability require-
ments, consistency requirements and constraints with re-
spect to where the replicas can be placed.

In general, all possible configurations are included
that minimize the replication factor (within the specified
constraints). However, some configurations may be ex-
cluded. For example, for ViewState, all replica set con-
figurations with three replicas in three different datacen-
ters are excluded so that two replicas will always be lo-
cated in the same datacenter so that writes have lower
latency (given the applications low R/W-ratio).

Once shards have been provisioned, then ZippyDB’s
Shard Manager assigns each shard replica to a specific
ZippyDB server while obeying the specified policy rules.
The assignment is registered with a Directory Service
so that the ZippyDB client library embedded in the ap-
plication service can identify the server to send its ac-
cess requests to. Shard Manager is also responsible for:
(i) load balancing, by migrating shards if necessary; and
(ii) monitoring the liveliness of ZippyDB servers, taking
appropriate action when a server failure is detected.

As a final comment, we observe that ZippyDB is able
to manage multiple different replication configurations
inside a single ZippyDB deployment. Other datastore
systems may not be able to support multiple configura-
tions inside a single deployment. However, in that case
one can usually implement different replication configu-
rations in a straight-forward way by using multiple data-
store deployments.

4 Akkio Design and Implementation

For clarity, we describe Akkio’s design and implemen-
tation in the context of a single client application ser-
vice, ViewState, which uses ZippyDB as its its underly-
ing datastore system. This is without loss of generality,
because the underlying database is unaware of Akkio’s
presence beyond a small portion of code in the database
client library.

4.1 Design guidelines
Akkio’s design is informed by three primary guidelines.
First, Akkio uses an additional level of indirection: it
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maps µ-shards onto shard replica set collections whose
shards are in turn mapped to datastore storage servers.
This allows Akkio to rely on ZippyDB functionality to
provide replication, consistency, and intra-cluster load
balancing. Secondly, Akkio is structured so as to keep
most operations asynchronous and not on any critical
path — the only operation in the critical path is the µ-
shard location lookup needed for each data access to
identify in which replica set collection the target µ-shard
is located. Thirdly, Akkio minimizes the intersection
with the underlying application datastore tier (e.g., Zip-
pyDB), which makes it more portable. The only two
points where the datastore system and Akkio meet are
in the datastore client libraries and in Akkio’s migration
logic which is specific to the datastore.

4.2 Requirements

Akkio imposes three requirements on client application
services that wish to use it. First, the client applica-
tion service must partition data into µ-shards, which are
expected to exhibit a fair degree of access locality for
Akkio to be effective. Second, the client application
service must establish its own µ-shard-id scheme that
identifies its µ-shards. µ-shard-ids can be any arbitrary
string, but must be globally unique. Finally, to access
data in the underlying application database, the client
application service must specify the µ-shard the data be-
longs to in the call to the database client library. For
databases that do not support µ-shards natively as Zip-
pyDB does, the function used to access data is mod-
ified to include a µ-shard-id as an argument to each
access request; e.g., read(key) must be modified to
read(µ-shard-id,key).

Akkio imposes two requirements on the underlying
database. First, the database must ensure µ-shards do
not span shards. Because ZippyDB understands the no-
tion of µ-shards, it will never partition µ-shards. Many
databases support explicit partition keys that inform the
database how to partition data (e.g., MySQL, Cassan-
dra). Yet other databases may recognize key prefixes
when partitioning data (e.g., HBase, CockroachDB).

Second, the underlying application database must pro-
vide a minimal amount of support so that Akkio can im-
plement migration while maintaining strong consistency.
Because the specific features supported by different data-
store systems will vary, the µ-shard migration logic that
Akkio implements must be specific to the underlying
datastore system being supported. For example, some
databases, including ZippyDB, offer access control lists
(ACLs) and transactions, which are sufficient for imple-
menting µ-shard migration. Other databases, including
Cassandra, offer timestamp support for ordering writes,
which is also sufficient.
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Akkio	Client	Library		

Akkio	
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Figure 6: Akkio System Design

4.3 Architectural overview

Akkio’s general architecture is depicted in Figure 6. A
portion of Akkio’s logic is located in the Akkio Client
Library, which is embedded into the database client li-
brary; i.e., ZippyDB client library, in this case. The client
application service makes data access requests by calling
the ZippyDB client library, which in turn may make calls
to the Akkio Client Library. Beyond the Akkio Client Li-
brary, Akkio is made up of three services, which are de-
picted at the bottom of the figure and described in more
detail in the subsections that follow.

The Akkio Location Service (ALS) maintains a lo-
cation database. The location database is used on each
data access to look up the location of the target µ-
shard: the ZippyDB client library makes a call to the
Akkio client library getLocation(µ-shard-id) function
which returns a ZippyDB location handle (represent-
ing a replica set collection) obtained from the location
database. The location handle enables ZippyDB’s client
library to direct the access request to the appropriate stor-
age server. The location database is updated when a µ-
shard is migrated.

An Access Counter Service (ACS) maintains an ac-
cess counter database, which is used to track all accesses
so that proper µ-shard placement and migration decisions
can be made. Each time the client service accesses a
µ-shard, the Akkio client library requests the ACS to
record the access, the type of access, and the location
from which the access was made. This request is issued
asynchronously so that it is not in the critical path.

The ACS is primarily used by Akkio’s third ser-
vice, the Data Placement Service (DPS), which decides
where to place each µ-shard so as to minimize access
latencies and reduce resource usage. The DPS also initi-
ates and manages µ-shard migrations. The Akkio Client
Library asynchronously notifies the DPS that a µ-shard
placement may be suboptimal whenever a data access re-
quest needs to be directed to a remote datacenter. The
DPS re-evaluates the placement of a µ-shard only when
it receives such a notification. This ensures the DPS
triggers migrations only when needed, thus effectively
prioritizing migrations and preventing unnecessary mi-
grations for µ-shards that are not being accessed. Note,
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however, that a µ-shard access never waits for a poten-
tial migration to be evaluated or complete, but proceeds
directly with the remote access.

We now discuss these services in more detail.

4.4 Akkio Location Service (ALS)
The Akkio Location Service maintains a database that
stores the location handle of each µ-shard. In principle,
most any database could be used for storing this infor-
mation; here we use ZippyDB (without Akkio layered
on top of it).5 The location information is configured to
have an eventually consistent replica at every datacenter
to ensure low read latencies and high availability, with
the primary replicas evenly distributed across all data-
centers. This configuration is justified, given the high
read-write ratio (> 500) of the database. Moreover, dis-
tributed in-memory caches are used at every datacenter
to cache the location information so as to reduce the read
load on the database, considering that the database needs
to be queried on every access request.

It is possible that the distributed cache will serve a
stale location mapping, causing the access request to be
sent to the wrong server. The target ZippyDB server will
determine that the µ-shard is not present from the missing
ACL, and will respond accordingly. When that happens,
the ZippyDB client library queries the Akkio Location
Service again, this time requesting that the cache be by-
passed. The client library subsequently re-populates the
cache with the latest mapping (making the cache a typi-
cal demand-filled look aside cache).

The amount of storage space needed for the ALS is
relatively small: each µ-shard requires at most a few hun-
dred bytes of storage, so the size of the dataset for typi-
cal client application services will be a few hundred GB.
The overhead of maintaining a database for this amount
of data in every datacenter is trivial. Similarly, the in-
memory caches require no more than a handful of servers
per datacenter, since a single machine can service mil-
lions of requests per second. The service can easily scale
by increasing the number of caching servers.

4.5 Access Counter Service
Access counters are used to keep track of where µ-shards
are accessed from and how frequently. To maintain this
information, we use the time-windowed counters [7] pro-
vided natively by ZippyDB. The counter database uses
a separate, dedicated ZippyDB instance, configured to

5 If the application service uses a different underlying datastore sys-
tem, we use a separate instance of that datastore system for the location
database. We do this because the product owners of the underlying
datastores were hesitant to allow another system to be in the critical
path of data accesses to their system. The two other Akkio services use
ZippyDB regardless.

c o n s i s t e n c y r e q u i r e m e n t s = STRONG;
r e p l i c a t i o n c o n f i g u r a t i o n s = {

” l o c a t i o n h a n d l e a ” : <A, B , C>
” l o c a t i o n h a n d l e b ” : <D, E , F>
. . . .

} ;
a c c e s s c o u n t e r s e r v i c e = A c c e s s S t a t e ;
m i g r a t i o n p o l i c y = M i g r a t i o n P o l i c y (

m i c r o s h a r d l i m i t =6 h o u r s ) ;

Listing 1: Akkio Configuration for Sample Service

use 3X replication. For each client application service,
Akkio stores a single counter per µ-shard per datacenter.

The amount of storage needed for the counters is on
the order of 10’s of bytes per µ-shard and datacenter; in
our environment less than 200GB per datacenter, which
is again trivial. The counter service can easily scale by
spreading the counters over a larger number of servers.
As an optimization, the number of counters needed and
the overhead of incrementing them can be reduced sub-
stantially by observing that many of the client applica-
tion services have identical access patterns. For exam-
ple, Facebook’s AccessState service, which records ac-
tions taken in relation to displayed content, has very sim-
ilar access traffic patterns as ViewState, which records
which content was displayed; the traffic of both services
is driven by Facebook user traffic. For this reason, Akkio
allows a client application service to specify that the
counters of another service should be used as a proxy for
its own access pattern, in which case the application ser-
vice does not need a separate set of counters. Moreover,
the requests are batched and send-optimized, so the extra
communication traffic generated is marginal. (With our
workload, ACS adds 0.001% in networking bandwidth.)

4.6 Akkio Data Placement Service (DPS)

Akkio’s Data Placement Service is responsible for map-
ping µ-shards to location handles and for migrating µ-
shards in order to improve locality. There is one DPS per
Akkio-supported backend datastore system that is shared
among all of the application services using instances of
that same datastore system. It is implemented as a dis-
tributed service with a presence in every datacenter.

The two main interfaces exported by DPS are
createUshard() and evaluatePlacement(). New
µ-shards are provisioned on demand when a µ-shard is
accessed for the first time; in that case, the Akkio client
library receives an UNKNOWN ID response from ALS, so it
invokes createUshard() (§4.6.1). EvaluatePlace-

ment() is invoked by the Akkio client library asyn-
chronously. It first checks whether initiating a migra-
tion is permissible, by checking whether the policy al-
lows the target µ-shard to be migrated at that time, and
whether the µ-shard is not already in the process of being
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migrated. If migration is permissible, it determines the
optimal placement for the µ-shard (§4.6.2) and starts the
migration (§4.6.3).

DPS stores various information in its datastore sys-
tem for each µ-shard migration, including locks to pre-
vent multiple concurrent migrations of the same µ-shard,
and sufficient information needed to recover the migra-
tion should a DPS server fail during the migration (e.g.,
from and to location handles, lock owners, etc). As well
it maintains historical migration data: e.g., time of last
migration to limit migration frequency (to allow the pre-
vention of µ-shards ping-ponging).

4.6.1 Provisioning new µ-shards

When a new µ-shard is being created, DPS must decide
where to initially place the µ-shard. Our typical strategy
is to select a replica set collection with a primary replica
local to the requesting client and secondary replica(s) in
one of the more lightly loaded datacenters. But, in prin-
ciple, any available shard replica set collection could be
chosen, so using a hash function to distribute initial µ-
shard assignments is also a viable strategy.

The primary reason µ-shard provisioning is delegated
to DPS is that if any Akkio client library instance were to
do this directly, then a race condition might ensue if two
or more client instances decide to create the same new
µ-shard concurrently. A further advantage of leveraging
DPS is that current resource usage can be taken into ac-
count when placing the µ-shard.

4.6.2 Determining optimal µ-shard placement

The default policy for selecting a target replica set col-
lection for an existing µ-shard is to choose the one with
the highest score from among the available replica set
collections, excluding those with replicas in datacenters
with exceptionally high disk usage or exceptionally high
computing loads.6 Our implementation computes the
score in two steps. First, we compute a per-datacenter
score by summing the number of times the µ-shard was
accessed from that datacenter over the last X days (where
X is configurable), weighting more recent accesses more
strongly. The per-datacenter scores for the datacenters
on which the replica set collection has replicas are then
summed to generate a replica set collection score. If
there is a clear winner, we pick that winner.

If multiple replica set collections have the same high-
est score, we take this set of replica set collections and
generate, for each, another score using resource usage
data. A per-datacenter score is again generated first,

6 Policies can be configured to include specific thresholds that
shouldn’t be breached; e.g. to not consider datacenters with over n%
CPU usage.

A t o m i c a l l y :
a . a c q u i r e l o c k on u−s h a r d
b . add m i g r a t i o n t o ongoing m i g r a t i o n s l i s t

S e t s r c u−s h a r d ACL t o R /O;
Read u−s h a r d from t h e s r c
A t o m i c a l l y :
− w r i t e u−s h a r d t o d e s t
− s e t d e s t u−s h a r d ACL t o R /O

Update l o c a t i o n−DB wi th new u−s h a r d mapping
D e l e t e s o u r c e u−s h a r d and ACL
S e t d e s t i n a t i o n u−s h a r d ACL t o R /W
A t o m i c a l l y :

a . r e l e a s e l o c k on u−s h a r d
b . remove m i g r a t i o n from ongoing migr . l i s t

Listing 2: µ-shard migration for ZippyDB using ACLs and
transactions. Writes are blocked during the migration.

which is proportional to the amount of available re-
sources in the datacenter, taking into account, for ex-
ample, CPU utilization, storage space usage, and IOPS.
The per-replica set collection score is then generated by
summing the individual datacenter scores on which the
replica set collection has a presence. The replica set col-
lection with the highest score is then selected for placing
the target µ-shard, or a random one in case of a tie.

Information on which replica set collections are avail-
able is obtained from Configurator [35], a Facebook
configuration service that each client application ser-
vice keeps up to date. Listing 1 shows a simpli-
fied Akkio configuration for a sample application ser-
vice. Replication configurations provides a map-
ping between location handles and lists of datacenters
in which the shard replicas are located. While location
handles are opaque to Akkio, it does understand the list
of datacenters and uses that information when deciding
where to place µ-shards. Consistency requirements

specifies that this application service requires strong con-
sistency. Access counter service specifies which
data to use for the access counters. Migration policy

specifies a limit on the number of migrations for each µ-
shard to once every 6 hours. Migrations may be limited
to prevent µ-shard migration ping-ponging.

4.6.3 µ-shard migration

Once the DPS has identified a destination replica set
collection for a given µ-shard, it migrates the µ-shard
from the source to a destination. Different µ-shard mi-
gration methods are used, depending on the functional-
ity of the application service’s underlying database. We
first describe µ-shard migration for ZippyDB, which of-
fers access control lists (ACL’s) and transactions. Other
databases are considered further below. In these descrip-
tions, we assume strong consistency of µ-shard data. We
also assume the systems run reliably during migration;
migration failure handling is described in (§4.6.5).
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A t o m i c a l l y :
a . a c q u i r e l o c k on u−s h a r d
b . add m i g r a t i o n t o ongoing m i g r a t i o n s l i s t

S t a r t double−w r i t i n g t o s r c & d e s t
Wait f o r l o c a t i o n i n f o cache TTL t o e x p i r e
Copy d a t a from s o u r c e t o d e s t
Swi tch r e a d i n g t o d e s t
Wait f o r l o c a t i o n i n f o cache TTL t o e x p i r e
Swi tch w r i t i n g t o d e s t ( e nd i ng dbl−w r i t e s )
Wait f o r l o c a t i o n i n f o cache TTL t o e x p i r e
Remove s r c
A t o m i c a l l y :

a . r e l e a s e l o c k on u−s h a r d
b . remove m i g r a t i o n from ongoing migr . l i s t

Listing 3: µ-shard migration for Cassandra using timestamps
and double-writes. Writes are not blocked during the migra-
tion. The timestamps are used to merge data when copying

Listing 2 lists the method we first used for ZippyDB.
First, a lock is acquired on the µ-shard to prevent other
DPS instances from migrating the same µ-shard. (The
lock does not prevent the client from reading and writ-
ing µ-shard data.) The source µ-shard ACL is then set
to read only (R/O). This effectively blocks writes for the
duration of the migration; however, the ZippyDB client
library embedded in the application will automatically
retry the write if the previous attempt was blocked, thus
hiding blocked writes from the client application ser-
vice.7 The source µ-shard is then read and subsequently
written to the destination µ-shard and the destination µ-
shard ACL is set to R/O. The location database is updated
with the new µ-shard mapping. The source µ-shard and
its ACL is deleted, the destination µ-shard ACL is set to
R/W, and the migration lock is released.

Not all underlying databases support ACLs. For ex-
ample, the variant of Cassandra currently used at Face-
book does not offer ACLs. Hence, a different migration
method is needed. (See Listing 3.) In this case, the mi-
gration method takes advantage of the fact that Cassan-
dra offers timestamps natively and can thus allow writes
during ongoing migrations. After first acquiring a lock
on the µ-shard, the location database information associ-
ated with the µ-shard is modified so that client writes are
double written to both the source and destination, while
reads continue to be directed to the source. The µ-shard
data (from before the start of the double-writing) is then
copied from the source to the destination. The times-
tamps associated with each write are used to merge data
appropriately. Once the copy is complete, the location
database is modified to have reads go to the destination,
while continuing double-writing. The location database
is modified to have writes only go to the destination. Fi-
nally, the data at the source can be deleted at the source,
the µ-shard lock can be released, and the migration can

7 With our ViewState workload, which has a very low read-write
ratio, writes are retried in 0.007% of all accesses.

be removed from the list of ongoing migrations.
With this method, each time the location database is

updated, which occurs three times, it is necessary to wait
for the location database TTL to expire to ensure no stale
accesses go to the wrong destination. This delay could
be avoided if the underlying database supports ACLs (as,
e.g., open source Cassandra does), or if cache entries
could be reliably invalidated, then the wait times could
be reduced substantially. Also note that a potential race
condition could occur with double-writes: if a write on
the source succeeds, but not on the destination, then the
write is observable when reading from the source, but not
when later reading from the destination. We address this
by always first writing to the destination, before writing
to the source, on double writes.

4.6.4 Replica set collection changes

The replica set collections available to the client ap-
plication service, and in particular the set of replica-
tion topologies they represent, will change over time;
e.g., to account for shifts in request traffic or because of
changes in underlying hardware availability. Adding a
new replica set collection is straightforward: it is simply
added to the configuration state and the DPS can begin to
use it, migrating µ-shards to it when beneficial. Remov-
ing a replica set collection is, however, more involved.
The replica set collection to be removed is first disabled
in the configuration, preventing the DPS from selecting
this shard replica set collection from future placement
decisions. Then, in an off-line process, a DPS evaluat-

ePlacement() call is made for each µ-shard in the dis-
abled shard, which will cause the DPS to migrate the
µ-shard to another shard replica set collection using the
processes described above.

4.6.5 DPS fault recovery

When any of the servers running Akkio’s location or
counter services ceases to execute (say, due to a hard-
ware or software failure), they can simply be restarted
since their data is reliably persisted. The situation is dif-
ferent with a DPS server, since it may have been in the
middle of migrating µ-shards.

To deal with this case, every DPS server instance
is assigned a monotonically increasing sequence num-
ber (which is obtained from a global Zookeeper deploy-
ment [19]). This sequence number is persisted with all
state related to pending migrations; e.g., in the per µ-
shard lock that is acquired prior to beginning of a mi-
gration. When a DPS server instance fails, it will be
restarted, potentially on a different server, with a higher
sequence number. The newly restarted DPS instance will
then go through a recovery process where it queries the
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Changes to datastore Datastore-specific
Database client library migration logic

ZippyDB C++ 100 1,000ZippyDB PHP 150
Cassandra 500 700
Queue datastore 100 250
Datastore-X 100 250

Table 3: Lines of code implementing the two touch points be-
tween Akkio and underlying databases.

location database to identify any ongoing migrations that
were initiated by the failed DPS server instance but did
not complete. The sequence number for any recovered
migration is updated in order to avoid any conflicts with
a stale, failed DPS server instance.

For each recovered migration, the DPS servers identi-
fies which state to continue the migration on. This is a
custom piece of code that is different for each underly-
ing datastore system and migration approach used. For
example, in our ACL based approach, the DPS scans the
state of the µ-shard in the source backend and the desti-
nation backend to identify which steps of the migration
had been completed. It then resumes the migration from
that point on. In case of errors during a single migration
step, we restart the migration. Migrations are typically
retried until they succeed (although this is configurable).

5 Evaluation

5.1 Implementation metrics

A benefit of Akkio’s design that enhances portability is
how lightweight the touchpoints are between Akkio and
the underlying databases. Table 3 lists the lines of code
(LoC) required for each of the two touchpoints: e.g., the
ZippyDB client library only required 100-150 new or
modified LoC to accommodate Akkio, and Akkio only
required 1,000 or fewer LoC of datastore-specific code
for µ-shard migrations in ZippyDB.

5.2 Use cases analysis

We describe the effect Akkio had on 4 different client
application services. All of the metrics we present were
gathered from our live production systems running at
scale, driven by live user traffic. This limits our abil-
ity to experiment, so we primarily compare against the
systems that were in place before Akkio was introduced.

5.2.1 ViewState

Description: ViewState stores a history of content pre-
viously shown to a user. Each time a user is shown some
content, an additional snapshot is appended to the View-
State data. The data is used to prioritize subsequent con-

tent each time it is displayed to the user. ViewState stores
this history, with an average size of 500KB, in ZippyDB.

Requirements: ViewState data is read on the criti-
cal path when displaying content, so minimizing read la-
tencies is important. Writes are not on the critical path,
but low write latencies are important for the application,
as user engagement tends to drops if the content is not
“fresh”. The data needs to be replicated three ways for
durability. Strong consistency is a requirement.

Setup: ViewState uses replica set collections config-
ured with two replicas in one (local) datacenter and a
third in a nearby datacenter with the primary preferen-
tially located in the local datacenter. Akkio migrates µ-
shards aggressively for ViewState. Having the primary
replica be local ensures reads are fast. Having two repli-
cas locally ensures writes are fast given that a quorum
exists locally. Having two replicas locally has the further
advantage that, should the primary fail, then the other
can become primary. In aggregate, 6 different replica set
collections are available for Akkio to migrate ViewState
µ-shards across when using 6 datacenters.

Having the primary plus a replica in the same datacen-
ter could, however, cause some writes to get lost should
an entire datacenter go down: writes that have reached
the primary and the other replica in the same datacenter,
but have not reached the third replica, will get lost. The
ViewState owners were willing to make this tradeoff for
this rare scenario.

Result: Originally, ViewState data was fully repli-
cated across six datacenters. Using Akkio with the setup
described above led to a 40% smaller storage footprint,8

a 50% reduction of cross-datacenter traffic, and about a
60% reduction in read and write latencies compared to
the original non-Akkio setup. Each remote access noti-
fies the DPS, resulting in approximately 20,000 migra-
tions a second. See Fig. 7. Using Akkio, roughly 5% of
the ViewState reads and writes go to a remote datacenter.

5.2.2 AccessState

Description: AccessState stores information with re-
spect to user actions taken in response to content dis-
played to the user. The information includes the ac-
tion taken, what content it was related to, a timestamp
of when the action was taken, and so on. AccessState
data is appended to by a number of different services,
but read mostly by the dynamic content display system.
AccessState stores the action history, with an average
size of 200KB, in ZippyDB. The read-write ratio for Ac-
cessState is far lower than it is for ViewState.

Requirements: Reads are on the critical path when
deciding what content to display, and hence low read la-

8 Only 40% because the number of servers couldn’t be further re-
duced due to the CPU becoming the bottleneck.
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Figure 7: ViewState (top); AccessState (bottom): per-
centage of accesses to remote data, the number of
evaluatePlacement() calls to DPS per second, and the
number of ensuing µ-shard migrations per second. For View-
State the number of calls to DPS per second and the number of
migrations per second are the same.

avg p90 p95 p99
With Akkio: 10ms 23ms 26ms 34ms
Without Akkio 76ms 151ms 237ms 371ms
Table 4: AccessState client service access latencies.

tencies are needed. However, writes are not on the criti-
cal path and moderate write latency is acceptable (unlike
ViewState). The data needs to be replicated three ways
but only needs to be eventually consistent.

Setup: AccessState uses replica set collections config-
ured to have three replicas, each one in a different data-
center. Overall, 20 such replica set collections, each with
a different topology configuration, plus one replica set
collection configured to have a replica in each datacenter,
are available for Akkio to migrate AccessState µ-shards.
Akkio is configured to not migrate µ-shards aggressively
if, based on the access history, it believes the remote pro-
cessing may be transient. Moreover, it does not migrate
the primary replica to the datacenter from which the ac-
cess was made even though it would lead to lower write
latencies, mainly because not doing so significantly re-
duces the number of migrations needed. (Note that the
read-write ratio for AccessState is far higher than it is for
ViewState.)

Result: Originally, AccessState data was configured
to be fully replicated across six datacenters. Using Akkio
with the setup described above led to a 40% decrease

in storage footprint, a roughly 50% reduction of cross-
datacenter traffic, negligible increase in read latency
(0.4%) and a 60% reduction in write latency. Roughly
0.4% of the reads go remote, resulting in about 1,000 mi-
grations a second. Figure 7 shows that there are roughly
half as many migrations as there are calls to the DPS.

We also compared AccessState read latencies for a
configuration with 3X replication, with and without
Akkio. For the configuration without Akkio, the replicas
were spread evenly across all datacenters. The results
are shown in Table. 4: without Akkio, access latencies
are 7X–10X higher.

5.2.3 Instagram Connection-Info

Description: Connection-Info stores data for each user,
including when and from where they were online, as
well as other status and connection endpoint information.
This data is stored on Cassandra. There are roughly 30
billion µ-shards.

Requirements: This application service requires
strong consistency, for which it uses Cassandra’s quo-
rum read and write features [18]. Intra-continental quo-
rum read and write latencies are important. Originally,
this service stored its data using full replication across
five datacenters on one continent, but as usage in a sec-
ond continent increased substantially, some of the data
had to be stored on that continent.

Setup: This service uses two replica configurations.
One has 5X replication, with a replica in each of five
datacenters (as its original setup). The second has 3X
replication with two in the second continent and one in
the first. Having two replicas together ensures a quorum
stays within the same continent in the steady state.

Result: With Akkio it was possible to keep both read
and write latencies lower than 50ms which was important
to its operation, compared to greater than 100ms which
would have been incurred if quorums went across data-
centers. This service could not have expanded into the
second continent without Akkio.

5.2.4 Instagram Direct

Description: This is a traditional messaging application
service that supports group messaging. Each message
queue contains the sent messages as well as “cursors”
that track the position in the queue for each subscriber.
There are roughly 15 billion such queues, but with most
queues having a small footprint of a few hundred bytes.
The messaging application relies on Iris, a specialized
Facebook-internal queuing datastore service that guaran-
tees in-order delivery. (Underneath, Iris uses MySQL for
persistent storage.)
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Figure 8: Distribution of client-side latencies for accessing the
Akkio location and counter databases, (not taking the cache
into account). Read latencies are shown in the top graph; write
latencies in the bottom graph.

Requirements: Iris is on the critical path for Insta-
gram Direct end-to-end message delivery. Both low
write and low read latencies are thus important. Strong
consistency is required.

Setup: Currently, three datacenters are used to store
Instagram Direct data. The database is configured to
have replica configurations with a primary in each dat-
acenter. Further, each replica set has a secondary replica
in the same datacenter as the primary and two additional
replica in another datacenter, for a total of four replicas.
User access history information is used to decide where
to place µ-shards; for message queues that are accessed
by multiple users (i.e., group messaging) placement is
determined by using each user’s access history weighted
by rate of user actions.

Result: With Akkio, on average, roughly 3,000 mi-
grations occur per second, resulting in a reduction in
end-to-end message delivery latency by 90ms at p90 and
150ms at p95. This, in turn, resulted in user engagement
improvements, where the number of message sends in-
creased by 0.9% overall and the number of text message
sends increased by 1.1%.

5.3 Analysis of Akkio services
Location Service Using AccessState as an example,
the location database uses roughly 200GB storage space
(unreplicated) to keep track of the location of each µ-
shard, with one µ-shard for each of Facebook’s billion+
users. The location database is itself one of the use
cases that shares a multi-tenant ZippyDB deployment. It
consumes 1,200 fully replicated shards with the primary
replicas spread evenly across all regions.

The hit rate of the distributed front-end cache is 98%

Step Time (avg.)
Acquire Lock 151ms
Set Source ACL To Read Only 315ms
Read µ-shard from Source 184ms
Write µ-shard to Destination 130ms
Update Location in DB 151ms
Delete µ-shard From Source 160ms
Set Destination ACL to Read Write 120ms
Release Lock 151ms

Table 5: Breakdown for AccessState µ-shard migration times.

on average. Read latency on the cache averages to around
1 ms. Figure 8 show the distributions of Akkio client
library-side read and write latencies after a miss in the
cache. Writes take considerably longer because a quo-
rum needs to be achieved across datacenters before a
write is acknowledged.

Access Counter Service We present various metrics
from the Access Counter DB for AccessState as an ex-
ample. The amount of storage required for storing one
counter for each of the billion+ users and datacenter is
about 400GB in total (unreplicated). The Access Counter
database also lives in our ZippyDB multi-tenant deploy-
ment with 1,100 dedicated shards. Figure 8 depicts the
counter database read and write latencies. Neither the
reads nor the writes on this database are on any critical
path. The read-write ratio is about 1:500. In a typical
day, the Access Counter DB for ViewState processes be-
tween 300,000 and 550,000 writes per second.

Data Placement Service The DPS receives about
100,000 evaluatePlacement() calls per second.
However, these calls are asynchronous and not on any
critical path. Migrations are the heavy-weight operations
executed by the DPS. Table 5 shows the elapsed time
breakdown of an AccessState µ-shard migration. The
sum of all the individual latencies is relatively high; how-
ever, some of the operations can be executed in parallel,
different migrations can proceed in parallel, and migra-
tion itself is not on the critical path. These latencies have
not been an issue for the client application services using
Akkio today; optimizing them is left for future work.

6 Related Work

Almost all datastore systems have some form of sharding
in order to be scalable, and offer replication to provide
high availability; e.g., [6, 10, 16, 30, 33]. However, these
systems offer little in terms of locality management. For
example, while Cassandra supports fine-grained control
of cross-datacenter replication, the control is static and
not based on access patterns [23].

A number of systems manage data locality at shard
granularity [4, 12, 29, 40]. Given their typical size, we
argue that it is challenging to place shards so that most
data accesses are local if the number of replicas is lim-
ited. Moreover, the overhead of migrating entire shards
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is high, and hence these systems tend to be slow to react
to shifts in workload.

A few systems manage data locality at a granularity
finer than shards. Spanner supports µ-shards in the form
of directories [11], its unit of data placement. Applica-
tions control the contents of a directory using common-
ality in key prefixes. However, [11] makes no mention of
directory-level locality management.

Kadambi et al. extend Yahoo! PNUTs [10] with a
per-record selective replication policy [20] but only of-
fer eventual consistency. PNUTs behaves similarly to
a distributed cache in that some replicas of records are
transient and created on reads and removed when stale;
however data resides on disk and a (configurable) min-
imum number of replicas are kept up to date by prop-
agating updates. The authors argue that collecting and
maintaining access statistics of individual records is too
complex and incurs too much overhead. Akkio’s design
shows this need not be. Not tracking these fine grained
statistics can lead to sub-optimal decisions.

Volley determines where to place data based on logs
that must capture each access [1]. It does this at object
granularity. It generates placement and migration recom-
mendations, but leaves the coordination and execution of
any resulting migrations to the application, thus making
it cumbersome for an application to integrate it. Volley’s
design to process access logs offline makes it slow to re-
act to shifts in workload and to other real-time events.

Nomad is a prototype distributed key-value store that
supports overlays as an abstraction [36] designed to hide
the protocols needed to coordinate access to data as it is
migrated across datacenters. The unit of data manage-
ment is a container, which corresponds to an Akkio µ-
shard. However, Nomad does not track access histories
or take capacities, loads, and resource-effectiveness into
account as Akkio does.

7 Concluding Remarks

This paper makes two key contributions. First, we in-
troduce Akkio, a dynamic locality management service.
Second, we introduce and advocate for a finer-grained
notion of datasets called µ-shards. To our knowledge,
Akkio is the first dynamic data locality system for geo-
distributed datastore systems that migrates data at µ-
shard granularity, that can offer strong consistency, and
that can operate at scale. The system demonstrates that
it is possible, and advantageous, to capture data access
statistics at fine granularity for making data placement
decisions.

Akkio’s design is reasonably simple and largely based
on techniques well-established in the distributed systems
community. Yet we have found it to be effective (§5.2).
So far, several hundred application services at Facebook

use Akkio, and Akkio manages over 100PB of data. We
believe that our choice to implement Akkio as a separate
layer between the application services and their underly-
ing databases has worked out well. Separating the con-
cerns of locality management on the one hand, and repli-
cation, load-balancing and failure recovery on the other
hand, led to a much simpler design and made Akkio vi-
able to a larger set of application services.

With our experiences deploying Akkio, we learned a
number of lessons, most of which center around having
to make Akkio far more configurable than we had antic-
ipated. (1) we initially planned on storing all of Akkio’s
metadata in Akkio’s own datastore system (ZippyDB).
However, we found that application service owners were
not willing to add an extra cross-datastore dependency
in their critical path (and not willing to change the un-
derlying datastore system they were already using). This
forced us to make the location metadata store logic plug-
gable so that the location metadata could be stored on
the application’s underlying datastore system. (2) We
initially assumed all application services would follow
the same migration strategy. However, we found that we
had to create a separate migration strategy for each un-
derlying datastore system so as to play to its strengths.
(3) We learned that migrations didn’t need to be real-
time in all cases; e.g., moving messenger conversations
to their center of gravity once a day lead to more ef-
ficient resource usage, in part because smarter, off-line
placement decisions became feasible. More generally,
we found that the decision of when to migrate had to be
customizable: many application services wanted to de-
lay having their µ-shards migrated by several hundred
milliseconds after the first sub-optimal access in order
to decrease the chances of the migration interfering with
subsequent write accesses (especially if the migration
strategy involved taking the µ-shard offline to writes for
a small duration). (4) We expected to only need a few
different scoring policies when making placement deci-
sions, but ultimately had to support quite a variety of spe-
cific scoring policies; e.g., taking recent activity of indi-
vidual end-users into account when making messaging
µ-shard placement decisions. (5) We found that Akkio
made capacity planning (growth projections for different
datacenters) significantly more difficult with the added
dimension of locality, requiring finer-grained estimates
of datacenter resource growth.

Going forward, more applications are being moved to
run on Akkio, and more datastore systems are being sup-
ported (e.g., MySQL). Further, work has started using
Akkio (i) to migrate data between hot and cold storage,
and (ii) to migrate data more gracefully onto newly cre-
ated shards when resharding is required to accommodate
(many) new nodes.
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